10 TOP TIPS FROM RCAT

Call: 101
Textphone: 18001 101
Visit: www.cambs.police.uk
Follow: @CambsCops
Subscribe: @Cops.org.uk

#safercambs
Rurally Isolated Properties

1. Install alarm systems
2. Invest in surveillance cameras
3. Place motion activated lighting around the property
4. Keep gates to driveways locked and secured
5. Consider electronically activated access gates
6. Keep sheds and outbuildings locked and secured using closed shackle padlocks
7. Security mark garden equipment and tools with your post code.
8. Don't leave ladders and tools out that may assist offenders
9. Use timers on lights so it looks like someone is home. When away, ask a family/neighbour to open/close curtains and collect post
10. Report any suspicious vehicles or people to police with descriptions